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Customized Stretch Wrappers with Advanced Technology since 1994 

 

Auto Film Start                                                                                                                                                       

                                                                                                                                                    
The Auto Film Start Option reduces the number of times the operator must leave the forklift by using a 
wireless remote and film attachment clip on the turntable to start the wrap cycle. Saves time and cuts the 
chance of injury in half.  Best for those operators who have to go to the pallet at the end of the wrap cycle to 
apply a label, a top sheet or for any other reason.  This option is offered on most semi-automatic models when 
purchased or as a field retrofit.     
  

Video Link:  Auto Film Start 
                                                                                                                                                             

THE AUTO FILM START OPTION INCLUDES: 

• Wireless remote start/stop control and one  
Transmitter. The lift operator  
can remain on the vehicle to  
initiate cycle start.  
 

• Turntable film attachment hook to secure the film  
to the turntable for the beginning of the wrap cycle 

 
 
OPERATING SEQUENCE: 
1.  The forklift operator places load on the turntable. 
2.  The forklift operator starts the stretch-wrap machine 

with a wireless remote and drives away.  
3.  The forklift operator returns to the wrapped load,  

placing forks into the pallet, gets off to cut and wipe  
or tuck the film end. 

4.  The operator attaches the film to the film attachment  
hook to be ready for the next load to be wrapped. 

5.  The cut end of the film has now been properly wiped 
to the load surface or tucked under the layers of film,  
eliminating loose film tails.  

 
 
 
Want a fully automatic that attaches and cuts the film that will pay for itself with labor cost reduction while 
eliminating operator safety concerns? The operator never leaves the forklift. Click on this link to watch this 
unique machine operate:   The A-Arm 
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